Abstrad-The paper is focused on taking advantage of big amounts of data that are systematically stored in plants (by means of acquisition and monitoring systems, i.e. SCADA systems), but not exploited enough in order to achieve supervisory goals (fault detection, diagnosis and reconfiguration). The methodology of case base reasoning (CBR) is proposed to perform supervisory tasks in industrial processes by reusing stored data. The goal is to take advantage of experiences, registered in a suitable structure as caws, avoiding the tedious task of knowledge acquisition and representation needed by other reasoning techniques as expert systems. An outlook of CBR terminology and basic concepts are presented. It is discussed how to adapt CBR in performing expert supervisory tasks taking into account the particularities and difilculties derived from dynamic systems. Special interest is focused in proposing a general w e definition suitable for supervisory tasks. Finally this structure and the whole methodology is tested in a application example for monitoring a real drier chamber.
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes how case based reasoning (CBR) methodology can be applied to improve expert supervision approach by exploiting data acquired from sensors. The goal is to structure historical data related to representative situations as cases in order to be used to diagnose future situations by analogy. Cases are data structures containing episodic knowledge of process behaviour during exemplar or interesting situations succeeded in the past.
Main difficulties in applying CBR in industrial process are because the dynamic behaviour and the necessity of taking into account temporal considerations in the definition of cases and during the reasoning procedure. The discussion presented in this paper takes into account the different typologies of process (continuous hatch /discrete-event driven) and the necessity of combining numerical and symbolic information in the supervisory tasks. A generic case definition is proposed to achieve supervisory goals in the domain of dynamic systems. It includes the definition of similarity functions according to time evolution for case retrieving. The implementation of the CBR methodology for supervision is proposed and tested within an illustrative example.
The following two sections present the concepts and terminology involved in both expert supervision and case based reasoning. The goal is to present both domains and make incidence on the benefits of using a case based methodology to achieve supervisory goals under a knowledge-based approach. The benefits of this approach are discussed in section 4 and 5, while section 6 is dedicated to point the main requirements in CBR. Some contributions, related to specific applications in the continuous domain are revised in section 7. Section 8 is centred to discuss about the problem of case representation. A general case definition, suitable for any process, is made in this section. The next one discusses about similarity criteria to be used for comparing and retrieving cases. Finally an example is proposed in order to show the benefits of using CBR to improve the control and supervision of a direr chamber.
W E R T SUPERVISION
Supervision has grown as an active research topic for the last twenty years. It includes three basic stages named: fault detection, fault diagnosis and reconfiguration. There is not an exact limit between the two first tasks and multiple methods have been proposed to achieve them under certain restrictions. Two main streams can be distinguished in the research community according to the methodology used for this purpose.
The first approach takes advantage of knowledge about normal operation behaviour embedded in analytical models. The goal is to run the model in parallel with the real process and fitting the same inputs to both. Differences between both outputs kesidual) are used to detect discrepancies (fault detection) of the real plant respect to the desired behaviour (normal operation represented by the model). These discrepancies are analysed in order to estimate fault size and find out signatures that allow faults to be located and identified (fault diagnosis). Main drawbacks in applying this methodology are because the difficulty in both, obtaining models accurate enough and describing suitable signatures.
The second point of view is focused on applying knowledge-based techniaues (artificial intelligence) in order to detect process behaviour which links effects with causes (origin of faults). Effects, also known as symptoms (from diagnosis point of view), are obtained from observed data and they are used to deduce the process diagnosis according to some knowledge previously acquired from past situations, experience and/or physical constrains. In this approach the limits between fault detection and diagnosis are not always clear and more emphasis is put on diagnosis. Different approaches could be distinguished according to the knowledge they use. We talk about model-based diagnosis when structural and functional knowledge about process is used to obtain qualitative models (normal operating and faulty) in order to propagate observations, from the real process, into such models with the purpose of validating diagnosis hypothesis. On the other hand, we talk about expert supervision when expertise and/or experience are codified (compiled) into reasoning tools. Typical tools used with this purpose are expert systems. The aim is to take advantage of expertise to decide and diagnose about process behaviour (normal or faulty operation) avoiding the construction of a model (the model is implicit in the knowledge base). Main drawbacks in such domain are because human knowledge is related to concepts and symbols whereas process acquisition systems provide monitoring systems with numerical data. Consequently, knowledge based decision systems are usually forced to work in a higher level of abstraction using symbolic variables instead of raw data coming from sensors. Numeric-tosymbolic interfaces have to be built and knowledge must be adapted to reason about these symbols Reconfiguration is the last step in a supervisory system. It follows to fault detection and diagnosis. It consists of proposing changes in the plant using the diagnosis result in order to keep the process under specifications when a faulty situation (non-catastrophic) is detected and diagnosed. Simple actions could be set points adjustment or tuning parameters in the controller. However, other actions related to maintenance or planning (control or system) could be proposed according to a predefined strategy (i.e. repair manuals, maintenance schedulers, planners and agendas).
THE CBR CONCEPT AND TERMINOLOGY
Case Based Reasoning (CBR) is a simple methodology proposed to problem solving by using previous experiences. It is based on Schank's dynamic memory models (231) and the basic idea is focused on the hypothesis that "similar problems have similar solutions" or -put in the other way round-"you can reuse the solution of a similar problem in order to solve your actual problem" ( [26] ). In order to achieve this purpose CBR methodology proposes a four-step cycle. It basically consists in Retaining experiences as cases for a further Reuse. Cases are registers containing a description of a problem and its solution. The aim is to reuse these cases for solving new problems by analogy. In presence of a new problem, the basic procedure consists of Retrieving analogue cases and reusing their solutions. Reuse implies an adaptation procedure of the retrieved solutions that is finished with a Revision. After validation, the cycle is completed by Retaining the solved situation (problem + new solution). These operations are known as the 4R of the CBR cycle (See Fig. 1 ). In practice it is often confused the separation between reuse and revise and it is common to merge both in one operation named adaptation. 
USING CBR FOR DATA EXPLOITING IN THE
INDUSTRY SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) software is the most extended so'ftware used for monitoring in the actual industry. Despite the meaning of letters in the acronym, supervision is a poor feature (according to description done in the previous; section 0) of this type of software. It is basically reduced to simple mechanisms for alarm generation based on thresholds (absolute andor relative) applied to signals or ratas of change (ROC). On the other hand they incorporate some important facilities to store acquired data usually linked to standard data bases (DBs). It means that large amounts of data (parameters, measurements, controlled variables, alarms, events, etc.) are captured, dated and stored on such DBs. All the information about process could be registered but the real challenge is how to take advantage of them for improving manufacturing.
This growing amount of data, systematically stored and poorly used, represents a certain view of the reality being dealt with (the process behaviour). Another view to this part of the real world is captured by the experiences that people gather as part of their daily infomiation handling and problem solving effort (91). Consequently, CBR is intended to be a natural extension of actual monitoring systems with the aim of extending its capabilities by mlerging operators knowledge with stored data. The aim is not to substitute the experienced operator but to assist them in their activities taking benefit of an efficient use of stored data.
DBs are efficient means of storing and retrieving large volumes of data widely used in the industry. Then, what's the difference between DB and CBR? The basic difference between DBs technology and CBR is in the retrieval concept. The retrieve procedure in DBs basically consists in an exact, or partial (using wild characters, i.e. '*'), matching to queries.
Although, it is also allowed to use other operators (as ranges, comparison or thresholds) the retrieved information always have a perfect matching with the specified conditions. Instead of this, CBR defines the retrieve procedure in terms of distance. It means that a similarity (distance) criteria, or alternative method (i.e., inductive retrieval), must be used to retrieve cases instead of a perfect matching of conditions (distance equal zero). However, data base mechanisms (i.e. SQL queries) can be improved with explicit knowledge of the relationship between concepts in a problem domain in order to measure similarity (251). Another important difference in the actual CBR systems points to the incorporation of general knowledge about the particular problem to be solved. This knowledge is used to define the case base structure and general relationships among attributes contained in cases. Domain knowledge is used in order to improve case base management.
CBR METHODOLOGY AND SUPERVISION
It is possible to apply CBR methodology in the three stages of supervision (fault detection, diagnosis and reconfiguration) avoiding model building. According to expert-supervision point of view, the supervision problem can be treated as associations among symptoms, represented by acquired data from processes in faulty situations, their diagnosis and the proposed actions. Thus, cases have to contain passed experiences represented by associations among symptoms, faults, diagnostics and actions, acquired in specific situations. Then, the identification of a symptom will be used for retrieving associated diagnostics and actions in order to overcome it.
The implementation of this approach could be performed according to different strategies. Fig. 2 shows two possible examples. In the first one, on the left, cases are though to contain the whole information related to these experiences of supervision while the second, on the right, information is spread into three separated cases (faults, diagnosis and actions). In the last approach the CBR cycle would be applied three times to recover an action from a given symptom.
Moreover, according to case structure, CBR cycle can be applied to retrieve partial information using different inputs in the retrieval. It means that the same case base could be used in fault detection or as a consulting assistant to obtain information about symptoms related to a specific fault.
KNOWLJDGEREQURFMENTS IN CBR
CBR avoids having to encode the knowledge that would be required to automate the first principle reasoning. Instead of this, the problem solving knowledge must be present in higher stages. Richter [I61 describes four containers in which CBR stores knowledge. These are directly related with the implementation of the supervisory system using the CBR approach: 1) Vocabulary knowledge: used in the description of the whole domain. It is application dependent and defines the environment of the problem to be solved.
2) Cases knowledge: stored in the case base as a set of structured experiences represented by cases. The definition of a suitable structure (case memory) is needed in order to facilitate retrieval procedure. A (or various) generic structure for a case must be defined but also how they are linked (indexed) in the case base.
3) Retrieval knowledge: used in the definition of retrieval algorithm in order to find similar cases. It is necessary to define how two cases can be compared, which attributes are the most relevant and the limits for considering two cases similar, or analogue, enough.
4) Adaptation knowledge: necessary for a suitable reuse of the retrieved solutions. Differences between actual case and retrieved cases must be taken into account in order to reuse the retrieved solution.
Major efforts in building a supervisor based on CBR must be centred in obtaining the best definition for these containers according to the supervisory goal and the process restrictions. The following sections are centred in the definition of a generic case structure suitable for supervisory goals.
AN OUTLOOK OF CBR APPLICATIONS INVOLVING
TIME VARYING DATA Contributions of CBR (Case Based Reasoning) in the domain of time varying data are quite recent and they are reduced to applications in some specific domains. Some contributions have been done in mobile robotics (for example in prevention of collisions [20] or for adaptive planning [18]), weather prediction ( [7] and [15]) or process control (of waste water plants [17] , power systems [ll], discrete plants [3] or batch processes [12] ).
Control and supervision of process is a domain where CBR can rapidly extend its benefits because data is systematically collected and registered for its further analysis. However, CBR has not been extensively applied in this domain because the difficulty of working with temporal representations of behaviours. In fact, most of applications involving CBR in the industry apply this methodology as a complementary technique for knowledge acquisition. For instance, in [3] CBR is proposed as conceptual framework in which to store operator experience and later provide that experience to other operators to facilitate situation assessment and solution formulation. So, the use of CBR is reduced to assist control plant planning. In a similar, way CBR has been used in the manufacture industry for planning, diagnosis, troubleshooting, maintenance, quality management and so on [4] . A similar approach is performed to test analogue circuits by using dictionaries of faults ([2],[6] and [14] ). All of them are application domains where reasoning is performed off line and adaptation of retrieve cases does not exist. It means that this reasoning does not affect process dynamics and CBR has been used neither for control nor in supervision.
CASE REPRESENTATION FOR DYNAMIC SYSTEMS
Reasoning about dynamic systems is not an easy task.
Moreover, complexity increases when merging human perceptions (about process behaviour) and evolution of physical variables (provided by sensors) is needed. Numerical methods are needed to deal with acquired data from sensors and, on the other hand, operators use basic process knowledge and accumulated experience for situation assessment and propose actions. They are two different views of the same reality [SI), the process, that must be combined in order to improve the global knowledge of process needed in process supervision.
Many efforts of artificial intelligence community have been oriented to integrate both numerical (or model based) and knowledge based method!; (e.g. [29] , BO], [31]) for supervision when models are not available. Difficulties in automating this reasoning appears when numerical information must be interpreted (feature interpretation) in order to be supplied to knowledge based systems. So, CBR methodology points a guideline based on the representation of meaningful sequences of acquired and abstracted data as symptoms and its further use to identify situations.
CBR difficulties start in the definition of cases. Cases are inherently static registers, but si.gnificant information about process behaviour is due to changes and transitions. Main source of information is provided by signal evolution. Process dynamics depends on the interaction of its components and the materials involved. Faults are variations of these interactions that will be present in the measurements. The richer the signal (in the frequency contents sense) the greater the amount of information. A constant value in a signal, through time, gives a poor information about process behaviour (only steady state and its value). Therefore, reasoning about process dynamics implies to store historical evolution of variables in cases in a suitable form. 
A Some antecedents
Several approaches have 'been proposed for case definition involving dynamic process and most of them are clearly application dependent. For instance a particular representation of cases is proposed in [24] for modelling dynamic systems. It is used to obtain a mapping between input (multiple input) and output (single). It includes derivatives in the case definition as a sensibility relationship.
The model obtained is then used for fault detection as in a model-based approach.
On the other hand the majority of applications involving CBR approach under dynamic systems define cases, C, simply as process states in a time instant (i.e. C=X(ti). It means that cases have been defined to represent the values of a set of process variables in an instant (as in [18] ) or an average of values in a predefined period of time (as in [17] ). When using this simplification, process history is not taken into account, and consequently its dynamics is poorly represented. Thus, cases are used as static pictures of process behaviour. Additional drawback for this representation is because states are not always well defined and their number could be infinite or indeterminate. In fact, the size and structure of cases neieded to represent extended experiences clearly depends on the application. Based on this representation, a simple improvement is proposed: The case definition (C) is expanded to a non fix temporal interval (to$,). This interval starts and finishes with significant events. Information in these instants is stored (CO and Q. Process behaviour between both events is then represented by the evolution of the process variables (measures and actions) vector, X(t), in a suitable form (abstraction) for representing symptoms related to faults (or normal behaviour). See Fig. 3 . The case structure definition is completed with slots describing faulty situation, diagnosis and actions taken in presence of the stored symptom. Any contextual information useful for monitoring tasks (e.g. explanation of performed actions, advises, or commentaries of normal operating conditions) could be added in this field (D).
Using initial (CO) and final (C,) conditions (related to system state when events are given) in the case definition, the general expression describing a case is given by the following expression:
This formulation is compatible with other proposals described previously for planning and diagnosis. The vector X(t) is thought to represent meaningful information related to process in this interval of time (symptoms). A simple approach implies to register raw data (acquired sequences from sensors) and to define C, and G a s the initial and final values of this vector (X(t,) and X(tf)). In a more elaborated representation more abstract and significant information could be used. For this proposal, statistical parameters, estimation methods or others that offer numeric to symbolic conversion can be applied [SI. The extracted (or abstracted) information is then used to characterise dynamics in this interval of time in a compact representation related to expert observations.
In [28] , cuses are built from acquired data by extracting features and estimating process operation conditions for controlling the charge in order to keep a furnace stable. Extracted features are both temporal (moving average, integral value, fluctuation, etc.) and spatial (radius direction, tangential direction, etc.) related to burden and gas flow distribution.
B Continuous systems
When system response is near to linear systems behaviour and the order and the state vector are available (measurable or estimated) the best strategy for supervision is based on the use of state vector under a model based approach. The state vector contains the whole information needed to define the system behaviour. A case representation for them would coincide with the state vector (Considering X(t) as the state vector: C=X(t)). See Fig. 4 . On the other hand, when dynamics is difficult to be modelled, the order is unknown, the systems has non linear behaviour or it changes from time to time; then, CBR approach is proposed for supervising complex dynamic systems without using models. In such situations the state vector is not available, and cuses has to be built, according to previous definition, by adding signals history in order to compensate the uncertainty related to dimension of the state vector. The use of temporal series of acquired signals, instead of a single vector in one time instant improve the characterisation of process behaviour (Fig. 5) . of an N order c =((xo, to XX(t),(x,,t, )) to < r < tf (2) this representation for a case st,arted in when ql+O and finished in t when a:O+l. The temporal axis shows the instants in which events take plaNce. The length of a case is not fixed and it depends on the presence of two consecutive events. Although, these events are represented by maxima in %(to) and x3(tf) in the Fig. 5, they could be obtained from other mechanisms. The goal is to register system behaviour when something significant happens. In the same way, the type of information represented is not restricted to sampled signals between both instants but qualitative or abstracted information could also be used. This is represented in next Fig. 6 where tendency of signals is represented by a straight line (tendency) and presence of oscillations by a curved line. Thus, in this example y ( t ) represents the abstracted information, not the acquired samples of signals. A symbolic representation of this vector could be the following: This type of representation is also adequate for batch systems where specific events are defined by the execution of recipes. In such systems process variations (reconfiguration, set points, etc.), performed according to the recipe, can be used in the case definition as significant events.
The representation of case in Fig. 7 according to this expression:
c = ( (xo, to x X(t),(Xf 9 11, )) = = (x(to),x(t),x(t, 1) to < t < t, is given by:
And process history between instants t, and Q is given by the dated sequence of dated events (represented by the couple (event, t,)) appeared in each signal: C Discrete-event systems 9. SIMILARITY FOR CASE RETRIEVAL Discrete-event systems are driven according to changes experimented by the monitored variables. Such changes are defined as events, in the sense explained in the previous
section. An event is interpreted as a change in the state of the system and the complete operation is performed as a sequence of states. Thus, cases can be build using the same structure presented before but taking into account the different nature of acquired variables. Significant events are used to start and finish a case and process history between them is registered as a dated sequence of events happened to the whole set of monitored variables. Next figures depicts
The most commonly used criteria for case retrieval are based on the concept of distance. They are used to obtain the k-nearest neighbours of a case, c', from a case base containing cases, designed by e. The following is a general expression used for distance calculation between cases. They are supposed to be composed by a set of N attributes xi which similarity is measured by a function, simo:
A common expression suitable for similarity calculation between attributes (sirno) is given by the following equations and r is a parameter that depends on it. It includes the Manhattan, Euclidean and cubic distances for numeric attributes and the overlap distance for symbolic: The importance of each attribute is usually weighted, wir in order to obtain the global distance. The election of these weights is performed according to the importance of each attribute with respect to the others in the case. Its influence product quality, e.g. cured or mature degree, appearance, etc. As a consequence of these observations control strategies proposed by recipes are usually re-tuned by operators according to their experience and the particularities of the product being processed. This control strategy is often used in batch process in the food industry (dryers, ovens or reactors) is represented in Fig. 8 in a-two-variables simplified example. The variable named a is used for control while x, is only used for monitoring. Process starts at X, and the goal is to reach & under certain restrictions in the trajectory (see dotted envelopes in the figure below). For this proposal a set point recipe is proposed (dotted step-shaped line in 4) but in a certain instant (t I and t2) the operator decides to force a set point change (solid step-shaped line) according to the observations and his experience related to similar behaviour.
in the distance criteria can be applied directly with a multiplier t Xlr effect or using a function (normalised) of them f(wJ. For instance, an exponential function could be used to emphasise differences among them as is suggested in [22] . This normalised and exponential weight-sensitive distance function based on Manhattan distance is used in [21] for a diagnostic application with this goal. The use of distance-functions allows to obtain an ordered list of retrieved cases from the case base according to a similarity criteria. Thus, the most, in fact the K most, similar cases (K-Nearest Neighbour), can be used to adapt the new solution according to a transformational relation.
SUPERVISORY CONTROL OF A DRIER CHAMBER

A Process and operation description
Previous definition of cases has been used for supervising a cured meat drier [12] . This type of process are basically controlled by applying recipes according to composition of raw material, initial conditions measured before entered into the chamber and the desired output product. Recipes are sequences of set point changes in the controlled variables, i.e. temperature or humidity, and activatioddeactivation of devices for specific purposes (i.e., compressors, ventilation fans and so on). The adequate sequence of actions is tuned according to experience and observations of process made by operators. Recipes are not strictly executed, since changes are introduced on line according to these subjective observations. Commonly, these observations are related to non measurable variables (smell, taste, feel, sense of touch etc.) that are very important in order to decide about final The type of control is quite usual in the alimentary industry and those processes where not all the interesting variables can be measured. The goal is to automate the retuning procedure executed by operators taking advantage the situations previously stored according to the CBR methodology.
B Case Base structure
According to previous definition of cases (every case starts and ends with a significant event), an executed recipe could be understood as a sequence of cases starting and ending with a set point change, important observations, perturbations, alarms and so on. In this process, the goal is to achieve some desired conditions with some restrictions (duration and range of variables). We call a batch the complete execution of a recipe. In order to store the whole executed recipe significant events are used to define cases in a way that a batch consist of an ordered sequence of cases as is depicted in the Fig. 9 . It is important to notice that any case in a batch are chained in the way that the final conditions are the initial conditions of the following one (except the last one), and it is dated when an event is done. The case base is a collection of executed batches and traced recipes composed by cases. It is organised in a way that cases could be managed independently although they are linked to the previous and posterior ones. Fig. 10 represents the case base and Fig. 11 shows how cases can be treated as independent entities. 
C Retrieval procedure
In this application the retrieval procedure firstly focuses the search on the batches by means of search trees using the most similar general conditions (initial conditions and final desired ones). This provides a partition of the case base where to deepen the search by matching events (initial conditions of cases, Xo). Then the distance between two cases defined by N variables is calculated according to a weighted function of them. Similarity function can take into account initial conditions, final conditions and transients. Then, three subsets of weights are used in the similarity function: for the initial conditions in the case (wo), for the final conditions (wf) and for comparing attributes related to the transient (wJ between initial (ti) and final instants (ti) in the case. Weights are tuned according to the importance of each variable. It has been considered the uses of three sets of weights in order to take into account the temporal dependence of variables by using different weight at the beginning or at the end of the case. The previous expression takes into account the fact that some abstraction or manipulation could be performed to the variables in order to obtain more significant information represented in the cases.
When using only initial conditions (wfl, wt=O) in the case for retrieval, the actual state is being compared with the beginning of stored cases. Thus, the retrieved episodes can be useful for short-term prediction (final conditions of this episode) and also to perform actions in possible faulty situations. On the other hand, the use of the three subsets of weights allows a better matching when the goal is to reuse the sequence of cases, belonging to a previous batch, linked to the retrieve one. This will be useful for long term prediction and planning (See Fig.12 ).
Fig. 1 1 Nearest Neighbour Case Retrieval
The goal is to reuse cases whien similar initial conditions are presented in order to achieve a final product conditions (quality, time, etc.). This is the simplest way of reusing recipes but the proposal extends the applicability to a continuous improving of production. It means that comparison is performed continuously while production is running. In case of actual conditions were similar to the initial conditions of a registered episode (and also the desired goal, final conditions) actions performed in it could be reused to redefine the actual recipe (See Fig.12 ) The process is supervised by means of a continuous monitoring and recipe improving according to CBR methodology. Initial recipes were proposed by operator experience (initial case base), but it is increased and modified according to new productions in the chamber. The CBR cycle depicted in the Fig. 12 runs according to the following procedure: When a production is started, an initial recipe for the whole execution, is proposed according to initial conditions and raw material composition. While product is being cured, some variables (chamber temperature and humidity relative, superficial humidity and temperature in a sample sausage, etc.) are acquired by the monitoring system, or introduced by the operator according to observations. They are used in order to monitor the batch execution. This is performed comparing actual data with registered symptoms (IC-nearest neighbour) in the previous stored executions.
When deviations from desired constraints or a better execution are matched, then recipe is re-tuned by using the retrieved ones. Finally, at the end of production, quality is evaluated and the executed recipe is stored for a further reuse.
D Industrial Implementation
This supervisor has been used in pilot chamber. Basic architecture implemented is depicted in Fig. 13 : The SCADA system (RSView from Rockwell) provides information (from process and CBR) to the user allowing visualisation of data and parameters modification. The user interface also allows to interact with the CBR application. In fact, it is used to revise and build cases involved in the CBR mechanisms.
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Fig. 13 Industrial Implementation
The case structured has been implemented using object technology by means of using Visual C++ and MFC facilities while the CBR inference is powered by KATE suite (Acknosoft). Predefined structure of cases in KATE obligates to build a dynamic link between both in order to preserve the desired case structure.
This system is now being tested in a pilot drying chamber in order to define the adequate dimension of the case base for an optimum use. Main goal is to test and improve this application in order to transfer research results. 1 1. CONCLUSIONS CBR methodology has been proposed in order to improve actual monitoring systems. The complexity of working with time dependent systems is discussed and an overview of different applications involving CBR in the control and supervision domain has been done in order to propose a suitable case structure useful for any supervisory application independently of the variables nature. The goal underlying in this work is to take profit of acquisition systems from industrial processes. They are powerful sources of raw information that are not profited enough. An example of applying CBR methodology in a batch has been presented. 
